
















BASIC OPERATION 
 

Turn the Radio ON/OFF 
To turn on the radio, rotate on the On/Off/Volume Knob 
clockwise. The radio plays power up audio, displays current 
channel number or frequency on the screen. 
To turn off the radio, rotate the On/Off/Volume Knob 
counter-clockwise until you hear a ‘Click’ sound. 
 

Adjusting Volume 
Turn the On/Off/Volume Knob clockwise to increase the 
volume, or counterclockwise to decrease the volume. 
Note: Do not hold the radio too close to the ear when the 

volume is high or when adjusting the volume. 
 

Working Mode 
The radio has two working modes: VFO and Channel. Press 
and hold in [    ] button and turn on the radio to switch 
between VFO model and Channel mode. 
 

Selecting a Channel 
When the radio is under Channel mode, to select a channel, 
turn the Channel Selector Knob until you reach the desired 
channel. Each channel has its own frequency, privacy code 
and other settings. 
 

Frequency Adjust 
Under VFO mode, turn the Channel Selector Knob until you 
reach the desired frequencies. 
 

Receiving a Call and Talking 
1. Select a channel by rotating the Channel Selector Knob 

until you reach the desired channel.  







13 BEEP Keypad tone OFF/ON 

14 ROGER Roger beep tone OFF/ON 

15 SAVE Battery save OFF/ON 

16 BCLO Busy channel lock-out OFF/ON 

17 STE Squelch tail elimination OFF/ON 

18 SHIFTF Offset frequency 0.000~80.000 

19 SHIFT Offset frequency direction OFF/+/- 

20 CHNAME Edit channel name ------ 

21 DSPMOD Channel display mode FREQ/CH/NAME 

22 STEP Frequency step 
2.5/5/6.25/10/12.5/25/5
0/100 

23 BAND Channel bandwidth WIDE/NARROW 

24 DW Dual watch OFF/ON 

 

Detail Function Introduction 
 

01/02/03 – CTCSS/DCS (C-CDC, R-CDC, T-CDC) 
CTCSS and DCS are functions that reject undesired signals 
on your channel. You will hear a call only when you receive a 
signal that contains a matching CTCSS tone or DCS code. If a 
call containing a different tone or code is received, squelch will 
not open and you will not hear the call. Likewise, when 
transmitting using CTCSS or DCS, the receiving station must 
have a matching tone or code to hear your call. Be aware that 
other parties can still hear your calls if they set up their radio 
with the same tone or code. It selects a CTCSS/DCS privacy 
code to be used when transmitting or receiving carrier for the 
current channel. No privacy code will be checked when carrier 
is received if “No CTCSS/DCS code” is chosen. 
Procedure: 
1) Press [    ] button to enter menu mode, then select No.1 
‘C-CDC’, No.2 ‘R-CDC’ or No.3 ‘T-CDC’ item. 
2) Press side button P1 to select among OFF, CTCSS and 

DCS. 
OFF: No CTCSS/DCS code 
CTCSS: 67.0 – 254.1Hz. 
DCS: D023 – D754 N/I 










